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Today we’d like to introduce you to

ARTIST OF THE WEEK: HELEN
KAGAN, PHD & HEALINGARTS

Elisabeth Condon.
Elisabeth, can you brie y walk us
through your story – how you started

5 DELICIOUS AND HEALTHY
PLANT-BASED RECIPES TO
HELP YOU BOOST YOUR MOOD

and how you got to where you are
today.
I grew up in LA surrounded by diverse and
beautiful landscapes. The Hollywood
entertainment industry, including glam
rock nightclubs such as Rodney
Bingenheimer’s English Disco which I
visited at age fourteen, provided an
unlikely contrast with my strict Christian
Science upbringing. Aesthetically, I felt
pulled between natural landscapes of
desert, canyon, ocean, and arti cial
television, lm and nightclub worlds.
These actual and fantastic worlds united
when punk bands performed in the desert
and we traveled by bus to go hear them.
These polarities sharpened my desire to
paint synthetic landscapes that are
equally fantastic and real. When at ten I
studied with Renate Zerner, drawing on
large sheets of butcher paper or dripping
food coloring on paper, I rst identi ed as
an artist.
At university, art school, then graduate
school, I slowly forged a body of work
encompassing the layers and dualities of
landscape. I spent ve years in Chicago,
often painting outside, moved to New
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York, where I painted
dolls amidst plastic
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owers, then to Florida
to teach Painting

and Drawing at the University of South
Florida. In Florida the subtropical
landscape fused with the LA of childhood.
This déjà vu correlates with the ink-wash
landscape tradition in ancient Chinese
scrolls, which depict small humans
traversing vast landscapes. Scrolls show
space as immersive, engul ng, and
unfolding, re ecting the experience of
travel. I began to pour paint for
unexpected compositions with clear,
transparent color to hold and trans x the
eye. I traveled to Asia to view scrolls rst
hand and spent six months in Shanghai as
an artist in residence at the Swatch Art
Peace Hotel. Shanghai changed my life. I
resigned tenure to paint full time, and
now maintain studios in Manhattan and
Tampa, Florida. My solo exhibition with
Emerson Dorsch, Effulgence, runs through
November 16th, 2019. I hope to see you
there!
Overall, has it been relatively smooth?
If not, what were some of the struggles
along the way? My family experienced a
signi cant nancial reversal when I
attended art school in my early 20s, so I
nanced my education with jobs including
paper delivery and window display. I
worked hard and solidi ed my
commitment to art, though at times I felt
lonely or abandoned. Ultimately I
graduated, repaid my loans, and glad I
hung in there even when the days were
endless and rent money scarce. Another
challenge, after resigning from my
tenured position at the University of
South Florida to paint full time, was
serious illness. Suddenly, in drastic need
of health insurance, resigning seemed like
a disastrous nancial mistake. The only
way through was to ask for help despite
the fear and pain. Many wonderful events
balanced the uncertainty. My solo booth
with Emerson Dorsch at the 2015 NY
PULSE Art Fair won rst prize. I received a
Gottlieb Foundation Emergency Grant to
help pay for treatment. Support from a
wide range of people, including Karl Kelly,
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Dean Moy from the University of South



Florida College of The Arts, my galleries,



family, close friends and colleagues,



helped me regain full
health. As I
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recovered, borrowing
funds felt scary and

uncomfortable, but the last few years have
been rewarding with grants, public
commissions, sales, and part-time
teaching.
Tell us more about your art.
I work primarily in painting. I am
recognized for multi-layered landscapes
in which patterns and natural elements
combine in liquid space. My recent
paintings focus on owers and patterns
and update the Pattern and Decoration
movement of the 1980s for today. You
could say I paint synthetic landscape
through a feminist lens. My materials are
primarily acrylic, calligraphy ink, glitter,
and pumice on linen and paper. My
paintings and works on paper embrace
both Asian and Western techniques,
assuming elongated, horizontal formats
and incorporating ink and wash
techniques such as ‘splashed ink’ or
ower idioms. Travel remains a great
inspiration as my work responds viscerally
to the environment in which it is created.
My paintings orchestrate multiple paint
applications to translate, even incarnate,
the complexity of lived experience. Public
commissions expand my understanding of
what is possible in art.
The 96 x 96-inch painting Verdant Tampa
Bay greets travelers at Tampa
International Airport’s International
Arrivals Terminal, near American Airlines.
I just completed Urban Idyll, a
commission for the Metropolitan Transit
Authority Art & Design New York City
Transit program. The 36 laminated glass
panels are inspired by a Tree of Life
pattern and located at the Ditmars Blvd.
station on the NW lines in Queens.
Working with laminated glass in uenced
my current work in the solo exhibition
Effulgence at Emerson Dorsch Gallery in
Little Haiti. The three-panel painting
Effulgence situates street pigeons, lattice
patterns, scaffolding, and Chinese plant
forms in a landscape of pours. These
elements are also fashioned in wood,
extending painting space into our space.
The gallery is transformed into a series of
rooms that visitors move through, like a
dimensional scroll. Effulgence refers to
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brilliant, almost unnatural
color, which is
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intersection of nature
and décor. Scrolls, cartoons, wallpaper,
and logos abbreviate the natural world in
their interpretations. Likewise, in my
paintings, lattice and pigeons inhabit an
alternate universe that takes climate
change for granted. Smashed owers
emerge from pure, dripped color. Nature
and culture fuse in visionary landscapes
with antecedents in color eld painting,
and pattern & decoration, the 1980s
movement that went global in its
references to Islamic, Chinese, and
Japanese patterns.
What is “success” or “successful” for
you?
Success means freedom to paint and
speak for myself through painting.

Freedom is rigorous. Because painting has
a long history, it must work harder to
surprise and refresh. I relish this
challenge since it has been done so often
and well before. Flowers, as ephemeral
forms poured in plastic, become templates
for a brave new landscape where form and
space converge. I want to paint
bilingually, across borders to dissolve
them. This is a success for me. As peer
recognition constitutes a marker of
success, I am honored that artists Cesar
Cornejo and Sue Havens have
recommended me to Voyage MIA. I am
also grateful for the many professional
opportunities I enjoy, which include
representation in Miami and New York,
many artist residencies such as the
MacDowell Colony, and a 2018 Joan
Mitchell Foundation Painters and
Sculptors Program Grant. Painting
expands the constraints of space and
time. Frank Bowling’s Traingone, 1996, or
Chen Jialing’s lotus paintings, convey
moods and feelings that I well
understand. In turn, I hope my paintings
actively engage others in this way. When
two minds meet through painting, the
mutual recognition forms art’s deeper
purpose.
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Contact Info:
Address: Emerson Dorsch Gallery,
5900 NW Second Avenue, Miami, FL
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Website: www.emersondorsch.com
Phone: (305) 576-1278
Instagram: @elisabethcondon
Facebook: ElisabethCondonArtist

Image Credit:
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Effulgence, 2019, ink, acrylic on linen



(three panels), 72 x MIAMI’S
171 inches,
courtesy
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Emerson Dorsch Gallery

Runaway Flowers, 2019, calligraphy ink
and acrylic on linen, 40 x 52 inches,
courtesy Emerson Dorsch Gallery
Pink Lattice, 2019, calligraphy ink and
acrylic on linen, 40 x 52 inches
Pink and Yellow Lattice, 2019, calligraphy
ink and acrylic on linen, 30 x 21 inches
Photo credit for paintigs: Pat Blocher
Elisabeth Condon portrait: Photo credit :
Phillip Reed
Suggest a story: VoyageMIA is built on
recommendations from the community;
it’s how we uncover hidden gems, so if you
or someone you know deserves
recognition please let us know here.
RELATED ITEMS
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MIAMI’S MOST INSPIRING STORIES
Every neighborhood in South Florida has its own vibe, style, culture
and history, but what consistently amazes us is not what...
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VOYAGEMIA BOUNCE BACK STRONG
CAMPAIGN
Given the unprecedented economic impact of the Covid-19 health
crisis, we think it’s more important than ever to encourage our
communities...
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ARTIST OF THE WEEK: HELEN KAGAN,
PHD & HEALINGARTS
Below, you’ll nd an essay shared with us by the brilliant and
talented Helen Kegan, PhD. Dr. Kagan is our Artist...
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5 DELICIOUS AND HEALTHY PLANTBASED RECIPES TO HELP YOU BOOST
YOUR MOOD
We could all use a few mood boosters during these times. For some,
that’s adopting Facetime as the new way to...
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VOYAGEMIA PODCAST EPISODE 5:
BRONTÉ LAURENT
A few weeks before quarantine we had the pleasure of chatting with
Bronte Laurent. She is one of South Florida’s fastest rising...
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VOYAGEMIA PODCAST EPISODE 4: KAYCI
JOHNSON
We’re excited to introduce you to Kayci Johnson of Klassy Kaay’s
Collection in Tampa. Klassy Kaay’s Collection is a fashion
boutique...
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VOYAGEMIA PODCAST EPISODE 3:
DAPHNE VALCIN
We learn so much each time we connect with the brilliant Daphne
Valcin. She founded a coaching practice located in West Palm...
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VOYAGEMIA PODCAST EPISODE 2: ERICA
MITCHELL
We are so excited to introduce you to a rising star of the fashion
industry: Erica Mitchell of Ask Erica M...
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We’re so pumped to introduce you to Brandi McRae of Bound 2
Glow. She’s a blogger and in uencer and such an...
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Miami is an incredible city - but it's so
large and so vast and so diverse that all of
us are missing out on tons of great
people, businesses, organizations, events
and more.
VoyageMIA wants to highlight the best of
the 305/786 - from freelance makeup
artists that will dazzle you to the best
Meetup groups in town.
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